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ABSTRACT 
E cology of the Common Snipe in No rthern Utah 
by 
Samuel C . Winegardne r, Master of Sc ience 
Utah State University, 1976 
Major Professor : Dr . Jessop B . Low 
Department: Wildlife Science 
The s tudy addresses five areas relating to the biology and 
management of common snipe (Capella gallinago), including habitat 
requir ements, food habits , breeding biology, sexing and aging and 
census techniques. 
ix 
The primary habitat requirement of snipe was determined to be 
areas that were saturated or covered with shallow water . Secondary 
requirements were vegetation of les s than 3 decimeters in height and 
between 30 and 50 percent den sity . 
Food habit studies d e termined that snipe selected animal 
material with larger and more abundant organisms being preferred 
without regar<l to species . Plant material appeared to be ingested only 
i r.c identally. 
Common snip e u se winnowing as a courtship display, distrac-
ti on device and a means of defin ing territory. Winnowing activity was 
mos t intense in periods of s ubdue d light and cooler temperatures . A 
ground call emitted from a perch a lso was used to df' fine territory . 
Sni pe on the ground were observed to u se the fanned, erect rectrices 
as a courtship display and as a distra c tion d e vice . 
X 
No new techniqu es were developed for externally sexing s nipe 
and pr e viously used tec hniqu es were unreliable. U sing the presence of 
a faint black t erminal line on the rectrices as indication of an immature, 
84. 5 percent of 58 sni~ were correctly aged. A previously suggested 
method using the characteristics of the upper wing coverts correctly 
aged 84. 0 percent of snipe correctly. Discriminant functions developed 
for externally sexing and agin g snipe are not considered reliable because 
of measurem"nt diffi c ulti es an d variations in sample s. 
Strip censu s methods a nd captur e- recapture techniqu es tested 
were not effe c tive in es timating snipe populations . The use of average 
territory s i ze divided into the amount of suitabl" habitat and actual 
count s resulted in reliable es timates of t he population . 
( 86 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
In the nineteenth and early t wentieth century, common snipe 
(Capella gallinago) hunting was a common sport (Eri ckson 1945). How-
ever, as the r es ult of a 12 year closed season from 1941 through 1952, 
the interest in snipe hunting waned significantly, and participation in 
the sport was practic ally e liminated upon reopening of hunting seasons. 
Since 19 5 2 tht<re has been a rise in the popularity of the snipe as a game 
species. Arnold (1976) compiled a continent-wid e an nual estimate of 
s nipe harvest bas ed upon data provided by the states and concluded that 
the c urr e nt annual harvest may approach 900, 000 birds. 
The common snipe is one of the more abundant and widespread 
game species in North America . It is possible, becau se of expanded 
wintering ran ges created by agricultural practices and livestock grazing , 
that the c ommon snipe population has n ever been more abundant in North 
America than it is today (Tuc k 1969) . 
This project was initiated in ord er to provide knowledge to 
fa<:ilitate management of the common snipe. The following objectives 
we re established with r espect to the common snipe in Northern Utah: 
l. To determine habitat r e quir ements . 
2. To determine food habits. 
3. T o inve stigate breeding biology . 
4, To investigate aging and sex~ng techniqu es. 
5 . T o eva luate census methods . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
General 
A monograph published by the Canadian Wildlife Service 
(Tuck 1972) describes many aspec ts of the biology of the common snipe 
in detail. Because this information is readily available in one volume 
it will be refe renced but not repeated here. 
Tuck (1 97 2) describes snipe br eeding and wintering range. 
Snipe are known to breed and winter in Uta h. Wolfe (1 931) described 
snipe as common breeders along the wes tern slope of the Wasatch 
Mountains in northern Utah and in mountain parks up to elevations of 
8000 feet. Winte ring ground counts conduc t ed in 19 55-56 by the U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service indicated import ant wintering areas south of 
Provo, Utah near Utah Lake (Robbins 1956 ). An unpublished survey 
conducted by the Utah Divi s ion of Wildlife Resources and the Utah 
Cooperative Wildlife Resear ch Unit indicates that s nipe also winter in 
the southwest ern corner of Utah along the Virgin River system south of 
St. George . 
Habitat requi rements 
Tuck (1972) discussed th e breeding habitat of the common snipe. 
In Minnesota, Eri cks on (1945) found nests built in cattails, rushes and 
humps of grass located in wet pastures. Robbins (1 954) found breeding 
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snipe consistently common in areas of forest-tundra transition in 
western Canada. Wolfe (1931) described 'well-pastur ed meadows with 
boggy spots as being prefer red snipe breeding habitat in t he Salt Lake 
Valley, Utah. 
Neely (1959) mentioned that s n ipe wint e ring a rea s are not 
natur a lly abundant and suggested tha t the lack of s uc h areas is a limiting 
fac tor for the species . He indicat ed tha t man-made, managed snip e 
fiel d s can contribute to snipe abundance when vegetation is left in a 
closely c ropped condition, E r ickson (1 945 ) emphasized that livestock 
graz ing improve d snipe habitat during the fall by keeping vegetati on f r om 
becoming rank, Tuck (1972) described fall and winter habitat . Tuc :< 
( 1965) mentioned burning marsh lands to create probing areas for m . _ : B. 
ting s nipe . Jr, northern California, White and Ho.rris (1966) founC. 
tering snipe preferred salt marsh and upland and lowland dairy pa ~· e s 
Snipe fe d in upland areas and used the closely cropped salt mar sh ud 
pastures for loafing and preening. 
Food habits 
Food habit studies have been conducted by Booth (196 8) , Owens 
(1967) and Whitehead (1965) in Louisiana; Erickson (1945) in M i nn esot e_; 
White and Harris (1966) in northern California; Tuck (1972) in C anada ; 
and Sperry (1940) in the eastern United States . Results of thes e studi e s 
have indicated that animal material a mounts to more thew' on e-half or 
the total di et. Annelids, insect larvae, Mollusca and Crustacea a re 
the more important animal foods. Plants, seed.' and grit, some of 
which may be ingested extraneously, comprised one-fourth to one-half 
of the diet. Field observation s and volumetric ?nalysis indicat e that 
snipe feed during the early morning and late afternoon periods. 
White and Harris (1966) c onsider that plant fibers and other 
extraneous material should not be consider ed as food i tem s primarily 
because they remain unchanged by any digestive process and are finally 
regurgitated. Tuck (1972) concluded that neith e r seeds, plant fibers 
nor grit should be cons idered as food. 
Breeding biology 
Tuck (1972) discussed winnowing habits of the common snipe 
as well as the bird 1s territorial, courtship and breeding behavior. 
(1955) des c ribes the winnowing activity of snipe on clear, moonlit 
nights . 
Sexing and ag':E..!l. 
Tuck 
General. Techniques for sexing and aging snipe that have been 
developed by different authorities have often proven unreliable when 
applied to populations in other locations or to the entire continental 
population . Whitehead (1965) and Oswald (1969) both state indications 
are that there are probably several different breeding populations of 
snipe in North America, each population having distinct variations. At 
this point sexing and aging techniques that have been developed appear to 
hold true only for those populations in which the techni que was develope~ 
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Sexing. Tuck (1972) proposed that snipe could b e externally-
sexed by a comparison of bill length and the length of the outer tail 
fea ther . Males generally have shorter bills and longer outer tail fea-
ther s than females. White (1963 ) was unable to det ermine any method 
for ext e rnally sexing snipe. The width of the first secondary was us e d 
by Whitehead (196 5 ) to sex snipe . Snipe with a first secondary width of 
14 mm . or l ess are males and those with a width of 1 5 mm or more are 
females. Oswald (1 969 ) determined that six characteristics were u.s-
ab l e in externally distinguishing sex in sn ipe. The l ength of the third 
toe a nd the number of bars in the outer rectrix f ea t her were significant 
a t the 0. 01 le vel while rectrix patterns, oute r rectrix length, l engt h of 
the fourth toe and the s um of the length of the thtr d and fourth to es we r e 
s ignificant at the 0 . 05 level. In this study it was found that males had 
more than seven bars on the outer rec t r ix while females had seven bars 
or fewer. Perry (1971) proposed the con strue on of a lin ear combina-
tion of b ody and feather measurements for the determination of sex of 
snipe. In thi s method the 25 most s ignificant sexing varia ble s were 
formulated into a discriminant function t o obtain the minimum percent 
misclassification of sexes (28 . 38 percent). However, these possibl e 
m is classifications were considere d excessive to accurately sex snipe . 
Hoffpauir (1969) had used a similar method using six feather measure-
ments which result ed in only 2. 78 percent o ve rlap or misclassificat-on. 
He concluded that the method was useful and practical. 
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Aging . Tuck (1 972) has shown that in the juvenal plumage 
ther e is a faint marginal black line on th" tip of most median, lesser, 
posterior marginal and tertia! upper wing- coverts. This black line is 
often re tained on some coverts until the following breeding season. 
Birds in the second year, or the second basic plumage and older, have 
a dark brown t erminal shaft lin e at the tip of the median and l esser 
cove rts . White (1963) was unable to find any effective means of exter-
na lly determining age in snipe. Whitehead (1 965 ) found that the upper , 
ou t er primary coverts permitted aging of all adult female snipe and 
97.8 percent of immatur e female snip e . These coverts have a distinct 
broad whit e tip in the adults that may be a b sent, very narr ow, incom-
plete or poorly defin e d in immature birds. Hoffpauir ( 1 969 ) developed 
a linear com b ination u sing the four best feather measur ements, which 
gave an ove rlap of 12 percent. He fe lt that the amount of m i sclassifica-
tion did n ot take away from the effec t iveness of the method. Perry 
(1 971 ) used a similar method but found he had 22.64 pe r cen t misclassifi-
cati on u s ing the 22 most signifi can t measurements and h e c oncluded that 
the resulting overlap was too great for the method to be of practical use , 
C ensus techniques 
T echniques for census ing snipe ar e limited. The u se of 
winnowing c ounts as an indication of breeding population s have b een 
reported by Solomon {1954), Burleigh (1952) and Tuck (1972). Results 
of the s e studies indicate that winnowing c ounts are only estimates of the 
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number of br e eding pairs within an area . White and Harr i s (19 66 } 
reported censusing wintering snipe by sy"tematically wa l king fi e lds a nd 
c ounting the numb e r of s nipe flushed . Winter count s conducted by the 
U . S. Fish and Wildlife Service computed population indexes based on 
th e numbe r of snipe flu s h e d per hour afield (Robb in s 1956}. Tuck (1972} 
d iscussed use of· theKing strip c en s u s method. Arnold (1976} recom-
m e nd s t hat in addition t o the methods proposed by Tuck (1972} the 
Linc oln -Pet e rsen index be utilized and that a s nipe win g s ur vey be 
established to examine and monitor a nnual p roduc ti vit y and hunter 
harvest. 
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METHODS A ND MATERIALS 
Study area 
T o a s si s t in the acc omplislunent of the s t ated objec tives, a study 
area was establis h ed in C a c he County, Utah, This area is approximately 
tw o and a half kilometer s square and i s l ocated between Mendon, Utah 
on the west and the Littl e Bear River on the east. Marshe s, water 
c ourses and w et pastures are abundant wi thin the a r ea whic h is a cces -
~ ible by road s y s t ems t hroughout the year . The cover and feeding con-
dition s provided by the c ombination of marsh and pastur e attrac t s a 
population of snipe tha t remains in the area between Mar c h and Decem-
ber. 
Habitat requirem ents 
As an aid in the determination of c ommon snipe habitat prefer-
E:nces and cover r e quiremen ts, cover maps were constructed s h owing 
J=;rimary land us e patte rns, vegetation composition and soil moisture. 
Information for the cover maps was c ollected by ;ohysically walking over 
the study ar ea, in s p ec ting the various characteristic s of each si t e and 
recording the data on a field map. This information was compared with 
aerial photographs as a c ross check for accuracy. 
In order t o quan tify the habitat r equirements of the common snipe, 
the study area was systematically walked and data was collec ted by 
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measuring a number of variables in conjun c tion with individual sig hting s 
of snipe. Information coll ec t ed at each flu s hin g point included vegeta-
tion typ e , vegetation dominant, vegetation density, mean height of over -
story species , distance to standing wat er , land use, percent utili zation 
by livestock and soil moisture. 
A si t e was classified as one of seven veget ation types bas ed upon 
a combination of factors including land use, vegetation , topography and 
::oil moisture. An area was called a shallow marsh if the ground was 
compl e tely satura t e d and/or water covered to a depth of one decimeter 
or less throughout mos t of the year. Vegetation cover was c omposed of 
typical marsh plants such as water c re ss (R o ri ppa nasturtiurn-aquati-
~), speedwell (Veronica americana) , common cattail (~ latifolia) 
and sedge (Carex aquatilis) . A deep marsh was posses sed of simil ar 
c harac t er i s tics with the exception that water cover exceeded one deci.-
meter in depth throughout most of the year . Wet pasture r epresented 
an area whi ch was grazed at leas t part of the year and in which the 
ground was wet to saturated. Dry pasture was a lso g raz ed, although 
t he ground was normally dry or only moist. Low land meadow was un-
grazed land that was used to produce wild hay. In lowland meadows the 
g,-ound was normally wet to saturated while in upland meadow t he ground 
was dry to moist . Cultivated crops included all thos e areas in which 
farm c rop s were planted and subsequently harve• ted. These included 
areas planted to corn, wheat and alfalfa hay . 
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Densiti' of vegetation was determined to the nearest 10 percent 
by visually estimating the amount of ground in a square meter that was 
covered by vegetation. This method is similar to those suggested by 
Stewart and Hutchings (1936) and Folks (1969) . The vegetation that was 
visually dominant and covered the majority of the area immediately 
surrounding the flushing point was considered as the dominant vegeta-
tion. 
Mean height of overstory spec ies was determined by measuring 
the vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the flushing point. Data was 
recorded in categories as shown below: 
0 . 0 3. 0 decimeters 1 5. 1 18 . 0 d ecimeters 
3. 1 6. 0 decimeters 18. 1 21. 0 de cimete r s 
6. 1 9. 0 decimeters 21. 1 24 . 0 decimeters 
9. 1 
-
12. 0 decimeters 24. 1 27 . 0 decimeters 
1 2 . 1 
-
1 5. 0 decimeters Beyond 27 . 0 decimeters 
Distance to standing water was measured from the point at 
which the bird was flushed to the nearest standing water, even if that 
pool of water was only 4 to 5 centimeters in diameter . The measure-
ments were recorded in the same categories as used for the mean height 
of over story species. 
Land use was determined on the basis of one of four catego r ie : 
including idle land, land which was harvested of wild hay, land which 
was grazed and land which was cultivated for crops. Soil moisture was 
visually and tactually estimated and recorded in one of five categories 
as being dry, moist, wet, saturated or water covered. 
J ~ 
The location of each flushing point was plotted on a separate 
map to d e termine those areas mos t often frequ ent ed by common snipe. 
This information was compared with that shown on cover maps to deter -
mine possible associations . 
The variables recorded at each flushing point were analyzed 
statistically by the use of a chi - s quare test . The number observed in 
each level of each var iabl e was the number of snipe observed occupying 
that parti c ular element of habitat. In order to det e rmine the number of 
.•n ipe expec t e d to occupy each level of a variable, a perc entage was 
es timate d for the portion of the s tudy area that was represented by each 
l e vel. In some variables , such as d ensity of vegetation whe r e it was 
virtually impvssible to estimat e percentages, it was assumed that the 
p e r cent of the study area represent ed by each level was the same. 
These per c entages were applied to the total number of observation s in 
each season t o arrive at an expected number for u se in the chi - square 
t es t . In addition to determining whether ea ch variable was significant, 
the s ignificance of each l evel within the variable wa s det e r m in ed as 
eac h l evel was compared individually with all other level s of that variable 
c onsidered as a single group • 
.f'uod habits 
Analysis of stomach cont ents. A total of 80 common snipe were 
collec t ed through the year so that approximately 25 were taken in each 
of three calendar seasons, s pring, s ummer and fall . Snip e were 
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collected with a shot gun and 7 1 I 2 shot. As th.- collected snipe were 
also being studied for age and sex characteristics it was impractical to 
remove and analyze stomach contents immediately. Therefore birds 
were injected with l 0 percent formalin to retard digestion as suggested 
by Davis and Arnold (1972) . A small wad of cotton was forced into the 
throat of each bird to prevent loss of food items . The snipe were then 
wrapped in a paper towel, placed in a plastic bag and frozen at the 
earliest possible opportunity after collection. The birds were tagged 
with the date collected, the time of day, the collection locality and any 
other pertinent information. 
When the birds were dissected, items found in the mouth, eso-
phagus, proventriculus and ventriculus were removed and placed into a 
vial with ten percent formalin . Because of the small quantities of food 
occurring in each stomach, it was necessary to combine the contents so 
as to obtain measurable amounts as stated by Whitehead (1965 ). The 
s tomachs were grouped by season and area from which collected. An 
effort was made to place five stomachs in each group; however, one 
g~oup had foe;:- while another contained six stomachs. Although stomachs 
were grouped the contents of each stomach in a group were examined 
separately. Stomachs were examined separately not only to obtain fre-
quen cy of occurrence but also because of the difficulty in separating 
contents of several stomachs when mixed together. 
The contents of each stomach were flushed into a petri dish and 
then pushed apart and stirred until all items were completely detached. 
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Samples were taken by the use of a metal cylinder 15 . 24 ern in 
diamet er and 7. 62 ern in depth similar to the one employed by White-
head (1965) and Booth (1968) . The cylinder was pushed into the s oil 
until the top was flush with the surface . The sam ple was removed 
in t act and placed in a metal can with a plastic lid for transpo rt to the 
laboratory. 
Soil samples were normally processed within 24 hours. Samples 
were washed with warm water through a sieve with a screen size of 20 
meshes per inch in order to remove all soil. The r emaining material 
was pour e d into a white porcelain tray to which ·.va rrn water was added. 
The material was sorted carefully and all animal matter was removed 
with for c eps and placed in vi a ls w ith l 0 percent fo rmalin . Th e total 
number of organisms of each group was tabulated and a percent avail-
ability of food items was com put ed. 
Calculation of food pr eferences . A chi- square test was made to 
compare the numbe r of each organism found in snipe s tomachs with the 
n umber expected. The number exp ec t ed was obtained by det ermining a 
percentage of eac h organism that was seasonally available bas e d upon 
th e soil s amples . This percentage was a;>plied to the t o tal number of 
organisms found in the snipe s toma chs in each season to arrive at the 
n umber expected. To determine if any particular organism was pre-
ferred ov~r a ll others, each organism was compared individually with 
a ll other food items consumed during the same season considered as a 
s ing l e group. 
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Breeding biology 
Winnowing habits. Winnowing counts were conducted to deter-
mine if there were correlations or associations between th e number of 
winnows produced by a bird and various weather and other environmental 
conditions. Counts were conducted through both the day and night for 
extended periods during the height of the winnowing s.eason during th e 
spring . The total number of winnows heard in a five minute period was 
recorded every 3 0 minutes throughout the listening day or night. Various 
weather and other environmental conditions were recorded at the time 
lhat each winnowing count was conducted. These included tempe rature, 
relative humidity, wind velocity, precipitation, cloud cover and light 
conditions. 
Temperature was measured in degrees Centigrade in open air, 
shaded conditions utilizing a hand held thermometer. A sling psychro-
meter was used to measure the percent of relative humidity. Wind 
velocity was measured in miles per hour with a hand held wind meter and 
subsequently converted to kilometers per hour . Precipitation was re-
corded as either raining or not raining. The amount of cloud cover was 
es timated visually and recorded to the nearest tenth of sky coverage. 
Light condi tions were recorded as bright daylight, dim daylight, bright 
night, dim night, moonlit night, dusk or dawn. 
The iniormation obtained was recorded on computer punch cards 
and analyzed statistically in a linear combination model in order to 
determine those factors that were most significant . 
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Territorial, courtship and brooding behavior . Common s nipe 
were studied within the s tudy ar ea to dete rmin e their territoria l habits 
as w e ll as courtship and brooding behavior . To facilitat e observation, 
snipe were trapped by the use of mist nets and marked on the light 
colored breas t feathers with various colors and patterns of aniline dyes . 
These markings were easily observed, particularly when the birds were 
flying. Snipe were also banded with size 3 U. S. F ish and Wildlife 
Service numb,red bands prior to release . 
Sexing and ag_~ 
The c ommon snipe collected for t he food habits study were also 
utiliz ed to determine pos s ible external age and sex characteri s tics . 
Observations of the external appearance of the collected birds were 
c arefully r eco rded to provide d ata fo r poasible aging and sexing techni-
ques. Measurements recorded included length and width of all primary, 
secondary and rectrix feathers . The purpose of the study was to d eve-
lop a t echnique that could be us ed in the field by the manager and, 
therefore, measurements were taken under conditions similar to thos e 
that might b e experienced by managers . Feathers were measur e.: w hi 1 
still in place on the bird. Length was measured from the bas e of tne 
feather to the tip and w idth was measured at the widest point on the 
feather from the midpoint to the tip . It was felt that those measurer:'lcc. 
could be duplicated with li ve birds . Other measurements wer . 
addition to the feather measurements including depth and total lengt:. 
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of the bill, bill length (tip to nostril), bill lengtl. (nostril to culmen). 
tarsus length and diameter, length of all toes, length from th e bas e of 
the toes to the base of the tar sus , total length, length of the wing chord 
and total weight. Measurements were recorded to the nearest 0 . 1 mm 
or 1. 0 g . All measurements were taken in the laboratory with the 
exception of total wt"ight which was taken in the field immediately after 
the bird was taken . The recorded measurements were combined in a 
linear model for statistical analysis to determine those characteristics 
with significant diff e rences between sex and age groups. 
Comn10n snipe were aged and sexed internally in the laborator y . 
Sex was determined by the presence of the gonads or an oviduc t. Male s 
and females were aged by the bursa of Fabricius as suggested by Perry 
( 1971 ). The bursa was teased away from the cloaca and measured. A 
bursa of 3 m.n1 or more was considered to be that of an immature 
whereas a bursa of lee ~ than 3 mm or no bursa was considered evid 
of an adult (Whit e 1963 ). Female birds in which the presence or absc : . 
of a bursa of Fabricius could not be detected as a result of damag e . r-
c·nred in collection were aged by measuring the width of the oviduct 
flattened over a probe. As used by Hoffpauir (1969) and Perry (1 9~ ., 
an oviduct width greater than 2. 5 mm was considered to be that of a n 
adult snipe. Male birds in which the presence oi a bursa of Fabr:cu,· 
could not be detected were not aged. 
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Census techniques 
Various census techniques were utilized to estimate the size of 
the snipe population within the study area. Of the two major type s of 
census techniques that hav e been s uggested, one capture-recapture and 
two strip census method s were selec t ed fo r use . 
The Lincoln-Petersen index (Seber 1973) was selected to deter-
mine if a capture-recapture census technique could be utilized with 
s nipe. The two strip census methods used were the King strip census 
method (Ove::-ton 1969) and that of Hayn e (1949) which is a modification 
o( King's method. 
In an attempt to develop a census technique for snipe, winnowing 
counts and territories were also u tilized to arrive at an estimate of the 
size of the population. Winnowing counts were used in the determina-
tion of the number of breeding pairs in an area . An average territory 
size was determined and divided in to the total amount of suitable snipe 
habitat . The figure obtained represented the total number of pairs in 
the area. 
Results of these census methods were compared with an actual 
c ount of the s:oipe population in t he study area. The actual count was 
obtained by systematically walking the study area and counting the 
numb e r of snipe flushed. This method was used by White (1963) who 
felt that the <.:;Junt achieved represented at least 95 percent of the actual 
population. The snipe trapped and marked with aniline dyes in the 
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territorial s tudies were utilized to determine population estimates 
using the Lincoln- Petersen index. Trans ec ts were established in the 
study area for obtaining information for use with the strip census 
methods. The transects were walked on five surveys and the number 
of snipe flushed and their flushing distance were tabulat e d . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Habitat requirements 
It can be readily seen from a comparison of Figures 1 through 4 
that snipe were sighted primarily in areas that were grazed, water 
covered or saturated and vegetated by various sedges (Carex spp. ). It 
can also be seen from Figure 4 that snipe occupy a smaller portion of 
the total study area as the year advances from spring to fall. A possible 
contribution t<> this phenomenon is that almost the entire study area is 
flooded in the spring which then becomes progressively drier with the 
advent of summer and fall . Another contributing cause is probably be-
havioral since snipe are spread through the area in territories in the 
spring while in the fall they exhibit a flocking behavior. 
The results of chi- square tests indicate that all habitat variables 
measured in conjunction with snipe sightings were highly significant for 
common snipe and that there was an apparent difference in choice of 
habitat by season (Appendix A). In each case the hypothesis was 
rejected that the use of the different levels of the variable (rows) and 
season of use (columns) are independent. 
Snipe displayed preference for wet pasture and shallow marsh 
through the year (Figure 5) . Lowland meadows were also used in about 
the same percentage of instances in each season through the year. 
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Figure !. Corn pos ition of veg e tation withi n the s tudy area. 
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Figure 2. Soil moisture within the study area during late June 
and July. 
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Figure 3 . Land use patterns within th"' study area. 
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Figure 4. Distribution of common snioe sightings within the study 
area in spring, summer and fall. 
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Figure 5. Vegetation type in relation to common snipe observations, 
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Snipe we re found only in the vegetation types normally saturated or 
water cove red and quite probably soil moisture was responsible for the 
seeming preference for these vegetation types. The shift from wet pas-
tur es t o s hallow marshes through the seasons probably resulted from 
the availability of water in the study area. Almost the entire area was 
fl ooded in the spring and a majority of the study area was then classified 
as wet pasture. The pastures began to dry with the coming of summer 
and the wet pasture area roughl y equaled the shallow marsh area. In 
the fall most of the pastures we r e dry and t he shallow marsh provided 
the great majority of the area with saturated or water cove red soils. 
The small nmnber of observation s in lowland meadows was possibly due 
to the small amount of lowland meadow found in the study area. The 
s tati s ti cal significance showing preference for we t pastures and shallow 
marshes could well be a r efle c tion of the soil moisture. 
The apparent prefer e nc e of common snipe for sedges was also 
quite likely a reflec tion of soil moisture (Figur e 6). Nearly all observa-
tion s throughout the seasons were in areas where Carex species were 
dominant. When consi d ered in conjunction with soil moi stur e the 
phenomenon was not surprising. Carex aquatilis wa s predominant in 
thos e areas that formed a transition between dry and flooded areas. 
Thi s transition zone was normally s aturated or shallowly covered w it h 
water . In the areas where snipe were observed in grasses, the ground 
was usually recently flooded as a result of either irrigation or precipi-
tation runoff. In the areas where other plant species were dominant it 
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Figure 6. Vegetation dominant in rela tion to c ommo n s nipe o b s ervations. 
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appeared that the requirements of the plant were specialized and nor-
mally they did not cover as extensive areas as did the sedges. The 
specialized requirements and more limited distribution of these plants 
probably accounted to a large extent for the smaller numbers of snipe 
observed in areas where these plants were located. Bur-reed (Spargan-
ium spp.) and cattails (Typha spp. ) were normally found in deeper water 
while most rushes (Juncus spp.) were usually noted in slightly drier 
areas , neither of which appeared to be favorable to snipe. The other 
pl.ant species accounted for only a small part of the study area and were 
less likely to be used. No birds were observed in areas of cultivated 
crops. This probably was due to the irregularity of the water supply and 
the greater height and/ or density of these plants . 
Throughout the year approximately 80 percent of all observations 
of snipe occurred in areas where the density of vegetation was between 
20 and 70 percent (Figure 7) . The percentage of snipe observed in 
areas whe re the density of vegetation was between 3 0 and 50 percent 
varied from 40 percent in the spring to 60 percent in the fall. As can 
be seen from Figure 7 the largest number of observations in each 
season was in areas of 41 to 50 percent density of vegetation. The e n• -
square values comparing number of observations with the number ex-
pected in the c.reas where vegetation density was between 41 and 50 per-
cent were consistently higher than for any other category, indicating 
that common 8nipe appeared to select these areas. Three separate 
areas that were used by snipe early in the spring were deserted as the 
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density and height of vegetation increased during the year. Conversely, 
areas of dense, tall vegetation that were seldom us ed by snipe were 
later used extensively as the height and density of vegetation were re-
duced by grazing or mowing . Snipe were rarely seen in areas that were 
com pletely or almost bare. Thos e birds that were seen in these areas 
appeared to be stealthy in their movements and usually moved rapidly 
into cove r. 
It is difficult to discuss density and height of vegetation separate-
ly sin ce the two variables are so closely related. ?- :any of the comments 
rdating t o the density of vegetation apply to the hei , ht of the vegetation 
overs tory. Snipe t ended to avoid areas where vegetation was higher than 
3 drn and few were observed under such conditions (Figur e 8). A num-
ber of a reas were noted that appeared to be ideal for snipe yet no birds 
were observed in these areas. The only obvious differences from areas 
utilized by snipe were an increased height of vegetation beyond 3 dm and/ 
or increased density of vegetation . 
On l y occasionally was a bird found more than 3 dm from standing 
wat er , even t!1ough that pool of water might be no larger than a cow ' s 
hoof print (Figure 9) . In those observations where birds were sighted 
far th er than 27 drn from standing wat e r the ground was normally satura-
ted or wat e r soaked. A light pressure on the soil surface, which was 
often totally organi c, would cause a small pool o: water to form. 
Snipe were cons istently found in grazed areas throughout the year 
(Figure 10) . This close association could exist because the areas where 
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Figure 9. Di s tan ce to s tanding wa t e r in relation to common snipe 
observations (numbers represent distance in decimeters)_ 
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snipe were found were normally saturate:i or w<:.te r covered and were 
not suitable for e conomic purpose other than lives tock grazing. It 
a ppear e d that graz ing was beneficial t o S!lipe in d ec reasing the den s ity 
and h eig ht of vegetation . An area that was g razed one year was used 
by numerous snipe but when it was excluded f rmn grazing the follow ing 
yea r it was not u sed at all by snipe as the height and d e n s ity of vegetation 
increased. Where the taking of wild hay was the primary land us e , 
s nipe often were noted in the a r ea aft er mowing. Mowing had the obvious 
effect of r e ducing vegetat ion height, although it did not decrease the 
dens it y and some extremely dense meadows that we re recently mowed 
were not utilized by snipe . Common snipe were not observed in 
fie ld s of cultivated crops . 
Although the c h i- square t es t indic at e d tha t snipe s howed a 
differ e ntial preference for ce rtain areas based upon the perc e nt utiliza-
tion of the vegetation by live s tock, the graphs in Figure ll show that the 
n~tur e of thi s prefer e nce is quit e probably artificial. As the year pro-
g ress ed from spring through summer to fall , snipe used progressively 
more heavily grazed areas which were probably the result of c umulative 
u se by livestock through the year . Grazing appeared to be important 
only as a device to reduce vegetation height and density to a point where 
s nipe would utilize the area. In most instances, the intensity of live-
stock use required t o meet minimum snipe needs was relatively little; 
b"yond that livestock use appeared to have little effect. 
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Soil moistur e appeared to have the greates t influence upon the 
distribution of common snipe as virtually all observations we r e i n wat e r 
c overed or satur ated areas (Figure 12) . There were no observation s in 
those areas of dry or only moist soil. In those areas that were water 
covered the depth of water was always less than a decimeter. It was 
noted that if conditions for snipe appeared to be ideal with the exception 
of water then snipe were not present. If other conditions we re not 
exac tly ideal and the soil was saturated or water covered, snipe were 
often observed in that area . 
Food habits 
Item s identifi ed were placed into the three categories of animal 
material, plant material and grit (Table 1 ). All three cat egories we re 
s trongly repre sented when frequency of occurrence was cons idered. 
G rit and plant mat e rial were found in alrnos t every s tomach examined 
whil e a nimal =aterial was found in almost 84 percent of t he total sto-
machs. When the total volume of the items inges ted in each of these 
rnajor c atego,.i es was considered animal materi a l compri sed an over-
whelming 70 percent of the t o tal while grit an d pl a nt material comprised 
approximately only 17 and 13 percent respectively. In this instance the 
percent of total volume is probably a better criterion for determining 
food preferences than i s fr e quency of occurran ce . The frequency of 
occurrence percentag e for p lant material is probably inflated by the 
presence of plant fibers tha t are particularly resistant to digestion. 
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Table l . Major items found in the stomachs of 80 snipe collected in 
northern Utah 
Percent of Percent Times 
Item total frequency occurring 
volume as trace 
An imal material (70. 31) (83. 75) (43) 
Annelida 
Worms 19. 79 30. 00 
Leaches o. 79 2. 50 
Insecta 
Odo~ata 
Libellulidae 0.48 2. 50 0 
Megalopte ra 
Sialidae o. 24 10.00 6 
Coleoptera 
Haliplidae trace 1. 25 
Hydrophilidae 1. 66 30. 00 14 
Carabidae o. 16 1. 25 
Diptera 
Tipulidae 1. 74 5. 00 0 
Chironomidae o. 08 1. 25 0 
Ceratopogonidae trace 1. 25 1 
Stratiomyidae 33 . 65 37 . 50 8 
Dolic hopodidae 1. 19 12. 50 4 
Syrphidae 5 . 70 2. 50 0 
Ephydridae o. 79 1. 25 0 
Muscidae trace' 5. 00 4 
Culicidae 0.08 1. 25 0 
Arachni da 
Spiders o. 55 2. 50 0 
Mollusca 
Snail s 3.56 18 . 75 
Mussels trace 1. 25 
Crustacea 
Fairy shrimp o. 16 I, 25 0 
Plant Material (12. 75) (97. 50) (11 2 ) 
Plant Fibers 9. 58 95. 00 17 
Seed s 
Carex spp. o. 16 17 .50 1 5 
Ranunculus spp. o. 79 50. 00 36 
Polygonum spp. 1. 50 52 . 50 30 
Juncus spp. 0. 08 15. 00 11 
Rumex spp. trac e 2. 50 2 
Sparganium spp. o. 63 1. 25 0 
Unidentified seed trace 1. 25 
Grit 16. 94 97.50 
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It was noted that seeds found in stomachs were always whole and never 
in a partially digested condition, In stomachs containing no animal 
matter plant fibers were found on a number of occasions to be compacted 
into tight masses or pellets . These pellets in several cases contained 
seeds and or particles of grit. Pellets of this nature are probably the 
s ame pellets noted by Tuck (1972). Plant fibers were also observed 
e ntwined about most animal matter that was collected from the soil 
samples indicating that these fibers could well have been ingested inci-
dentally to the animal material. 
Animal material appeared to be the more important part of the 
c ommon sniF" diet in th?-t it comprised a greater percentage of the total 
volume of itetns ingested. The animal food items found in the snipe 
stomachs were compared with the available anin1al food that was re-
moved from the soil samples collected in the study area. These 
c omparisons i ndicate that snipe selected certair. food items over others 
and that this preference was not independent of the season of the year as 
s hoVJn by a chi-square contingency table (Appendix B). Items that 
formed a stahstically significant part of common snipe diet are dis-
played in Table 2. A number of these food items are significant in that 
they were selected against by snipe. Worms were the only group con-
s cstently in this category. This might be explained by the fact that the 
majority of the worms found in the soil were extremely small, usually 
less than thr~e em in length and one mm in diameter. Those worms 
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Table 2. Chi-square analysis of a nimal food itE>ns found to b e signifi-
can t in stomachs of common snipe collec t ed in northern Utah 
(va lu es re p re s en t a compari son of individual food items in 
each season to a ll other items in tha t season) 
SEring 
Annelida 
Worms 19 6.4** 
Leeches 21 . 0** 
Insecta 
St r atiomyidae 3240. 1** 
Dolichopodidae 63. 1** 
Syrphidae 1.3 
Ephydridae 6. 7** 
M u scidae a 
Mollus ca 
Snails 4 .3* 
* Significant a t the 0. 05 level 
* * Significant a t the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 1 
aUndefined with an expected value of ze r o 
C hi- s9uare values 
Summer Fall 
748 . 6** 217 .6** 
> 0 . 1 o. 1 
800 . 2** 118.9** 
> o. 1 145.3** 
248.9** o. 0 
21. 1 ** 0. 0 
o. 2 137. 2** 
81 . 7** 90.6** 
foun d in snip e s tom.achs were normally larger or at least five tim es the 
diameter of the worms found in the soil. Size apparently had a great 
dea l t o do with the foo d items selected by snipe. Those items sele c ted 
by s nipe we r e as a class generally larger in size than those not selected. 
Seas onal differenc es in selection of food items in Table 2 is probably 
explain e d by s easonal availability of those food items . Several famili es 
of insects including Hydrophilidae and Sialidae were found in the sto-
mac hs of snipe but not in the collected soil samples. In some instances 
'his was possibly the result of sampling error, while in other cases 
such as Hydrophilidae and Sialidae, the insects are normally found in 
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habitats other than in the soil and would not hav e been collected in the 
soil sam ples. Another possibility is that snipe ingested the food items 
outside the study area and were subsequently collected in the study area. 
Breeding biology 
Winnowing habits. Common snipe began to winnow in northern 
Utah in mid- March and continued until about mid-July. Maximum 
wi nno wing activity took place in April, May and early June. In 1974 and 
1975 winnowir.g began on 1 6 and 17 March respec tively and was not heard 
after 20 July in either year. A multiple regression analysis of the effect 
of measured weathe r a nd envi ronmental variables upon snipe winnowing 
activity is shown in Table 3. Two factors were found to be statistically 
significant. Temperature was significant at the 0. 05 leve l and light 
conditions we~e significant at the 0. 01 level. When a stepwise deletion 
of variables was conducted until only the two variables of temperature 
and-light conditions remained a coefficient of determination (R 2) value 
of 0 . 39 was ac.:.hi.eved. 
Observations of winnowing activity supported the values in Table 
3. Snipe winnowing activity was most intense in periods of subdued light 
and cooler temperatures. These conditions normally existed at both 
dawn and dusk although an overcast day would also increase winnowing 
activity. Snipe were also observed winnowing vigorously on a clear, 
moonlit night when the moon was one night past the full stage on 27 May 
1975. Precipitation had little effect on winnowing activity since birds 
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Table 3 . Analysis of variance tabl e for variables associated with 
common snipe winnowing activity 
Variable 
Temperature 
Relative humidity 
Wind ve locity 
Prec ipitation 
Cloud cover 
Light conditi o'ilS 
Error 
Total 
Deg r ees of 
freedom 
6 
166 
l 77 
'' Significant at the 0. 05 l evel 
* * Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Mean square F 
l 764 . 659 5.691* 
176 . 329 0.569 
853 . 832 2. 754 
1>72 . 709 2. l 70 
996 . 23 7 3 . 213 
53 14 . 63 1 17 . 141** 
31 o. 061 
were observed winnowing in both rain a nd s now storms. Wind velocity 
a l so had little effect on winnowi ng until the wind s p eed reached a point 
where snipe bad difficulty maintaining t heir position in the air, Snipe 
would normal~y land and seek cover when wind ve lociti es exceed ed 
20 km per hour. The amount of cloud cover appeared to have no effec t 
o:o w innowing_ activity except as it influenced light conditions, whil e 
r <: lat"ive::hU1ni dityapparently had no effect on winnowing. 
Territorial b e havior . Upon their arrival at the br e eding g rounds 
in mid- March common snipe could qe observed moving about in loose 
flocks of from 5 to 20 birds . Although winnowing activity began at this 
time it did nol: reach its maximum intensity until about l April when 
snipe were observed to begin pair formation. Territories we re 
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es tablished between l April and 15 April and occupied continually until 
about 15 June. A male snipe would normally establish a territory about 
nin e hectares in area although the size varied slightly. Other results 
were in accordance with Tuck ( 1972). 
Courtship and brooding . behavior. The results of this study 
r~vealed no new information beyond that provid ed by Tuck (1972). 
Sexing and aging 
Sexing . In order to ascertain if an equation could be deve loped 
that would provide a means of externally determining the sex of common 
snipe , a stepwise discriminant fun c tion analysis was run using 43 diff e r-
en t variables . These variables included total bill length, bill length 
{tip to nostril), bill length (nostril to culmen), bill depth, tarus length, 
l engt h f. rom base of tarsus to base of the toes, all toe lengths, length 
.1nd width of the five outer primaries and five outer secondari es , length 
:>n d width of the three outer and two inner rectrices, total length, l ength 
of the wind c hord and total weight. Of these 43 variables, six were 
~ hown to differ significantly between males and f emales (Table 4). It 
s hould b e noted that even though the means of these six variables were 
significantly different there was in each case a high percentage overlap, 
which is defined as the percentage of the values that are common to both 
di s tributions. 
Table 4, Results of analysis of variance of the six measurement s with significant differences 
male and female sni e 
Variable Mean s9uares Mean s & standa rd deviations Sex Error 
F l, 37 
Males Females 
Dill ler.~th total (X1) 42. J399 7.142C 5. 928* 63. 6 nm1 2:_2. 4 66.0 mm :!:_3. 3 
Bill length ti_p (X2) 46 . 4103 7,4291 6. 24'7 * 5 7 . 4 mm +2.4 59.9 mm :!:_3. 5 
to nostril 
Width lst secondary (X3) 2.2465 0.4479 5.016* 13,lmm:!:_0. 6 13.7mm:!:_0.8 
Length 3rd rectrix (X4) 28.928 7 5.8848 4.916* 55.2 mm 2:_2. 6 53 , 2mm:!:_1.6 
Width 7th .rectrix (X5) 6. 6963 l. 1 75-l. 5.699* 12.3 mm +1. 0 II. 2 mm 2:_1. 3 
between 
Per-
centage 
overlap 
64 
60 
74 
46 
72 
Total weight (X6 ) 1929.1106 189.3962 10 . 186** 9 2. 8 g :!:_12.8 108 . 9 g +1 6 .4 33 
* Signifi<;.ant at the 0, 05 level 
** Significant at the 0 . 01 level 
..,. 
IJ' 
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The six variables listed in Tabl e 4 were combined into a linear 
function which maximized the diffe r ences between sexes . Th e lin ea r 
function is ex pressed as: 
If the resulting Z value was greater than -3 .866 , the s nipe was classi-
fied as a male . If the r esultin g Z va lue was les s tha n - 3 . 866 the bird 
was considered to be a female . Using this function 32 of 39, or 82 .1 
percent, of the common s nipe were corr ectly sexed . 
Two o{ the variables in the discriminant fun ction d esign ed to 
determine sex would be extremely diffi c ult to m<easure in the field on a 
live bird. Thes e two variables, the widths of the first secondary (X
3
) 
ar.d of the seventh rectrice (X5 ), we r e deleted and another discriminant 
function v:as run u s ing the fo ur remaining variables. The r es ulti ng 
linear function is express e d as : 
Z 0.4241X1 -0.7740X 2 
t0 . 4568X
4 
-0.1 112x6 
If the resulti n g Z value was greater than -4. 685 the bird was classified 
as a male while if the Z value was less than -4. 685 the bird was con-
sidered to be a female. Using this function 27 of 39, or 69. 2 perc e nt, 
of th e sni pe conside red were correctly sexed. 
Plumage characteristics were examined to determine if there 
were any means of externally sexing snipe. No new characteristics that 
had not been previously dis c ussed by other authors were noted. Th e 
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method de vel oped by Oswald ( 1969 ) was applied to the snipe c ollected 
for the study. This method utilized the number of bars on the outer 
rect rix . By using this technique 66 . 1 per c ent, o r 41 of 62 snipe were 
cor re c tly sexed. 
~· A stepwise dis c riminant functior> analysis was run using 
the same 43 variables used in the sexing study to determine if snipe 
could be aged u sing external body and feather measurements . Of the 
43 variables, four were shown to differ significantly between adults 
and immatu res (Table 5). It should be noted that even though the means 
of these four variables were significantly different there was a high 
percentage overlap in each case. 
The four variables listed in Table 5 were combined in a linear 
function which maximized the differences between adults and immatures. 
The lin ea r function is expressed as: 
Z 0 . 2970X1 + 0. l666X 2 + O. 8096X3 + 0. 4 782X 4 
If the resulting Z value was greater than 29. 549 the snipe was classified 
as an a dult. If the resulting Z value was less than 29. 549 the snipe was 
class ified as a n immature. Using this function 30 out of 39, or 76 . 9 
percent of the common snipe considered were correctly aged. 
Plumage characteristics were examined for a means of exter-
nally aging snipe . The method suggested by Tuck ( 1972) was applied to 
the c ollected snipe. Tuck' s method relied upon the markings of the upper 
wing coverts. Results of using this technique showed that 84. 0 percent 
Tabl e 5 . Res ult s of anal ysis of va r ian ce of the four measur e ments w it h s igniii c an t di ffe r ences 
betw een adult and imm atu r e s ni pe 
M e an s quar es M e an & s t anda rd deviat ion s 
Ag e Erro r Fl, 37 Adult s Immatures 
Lengtn Z.nd· ~ectr ix (Xl) 6S. 0 563 8 . 3 13 8 7. 8 2. 5** S3 . l mm .:!:_2 . 9 S O. 3 mm .:!:_3 . 0 
W idth 2~d· r ec trix (X2) 2 . 21 73 0 . 4 6 73 4 . 74S * 9 . S mm .:!:_0 . 7 8 . 9 mm .:!:_0 . 6 
W idth 3rd r ectrix (X3 ) 3 .8339 0 . 6979 5 . 4 93 * 10. 3 mm .:!:_0 .9 9 . 6 mm .:!:_0. 7 
W idth 8th rect r ix (X4) s. 0421 l. l 064 4 . SS7 ll. 6 mm +1. 2 10. 8 mm +0 . 5 
* 
Significant at t he 0 . OS level 
** Si gnifi cant a t t he 0. 01 level 
P e r 
c entag e 
overlap 
60 
6 2 
49 
4 9 
"" CXl 
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of the snip e were correctly aged. Whitehead (1 -:<65 ) suggested that the 
upper, outer primary cove rts were effective in aging snipe . Utilizing 
this t ec hnique 69 .8 percent of the snip e collected we r e correctly aged . 
In studying the plumag e it was noted that the rectrices of im-
mature s nipe had a faint terminal black line which in some cases was 
only a black point at the distal e nd of t he shaft. This marking was not 
present in adult snipe. The t erminal marking i s most apparent on 
rectrices of immature snipe that were collected in late August and 
September. The markings on those birds collected in O c tober and 
Novembe r we re not so clearly defined and the t erminal marking was 
normally evident only on the cen tral rectrices . By using this technique 
49 of 58, or 84. 5 percent of the snipe examin e d were correctly aged. 
Census techniques 
The results of the census methods utilized are shown in Table 6. 
The ac tual count numbers represent the total number of common snipe 
observed wit~in a portion of the study area during the spring. Although 
sys t em atic c•> unts were conducted on only two occasions, observations 
while conducf:ing other portions of the study confirmed that the number 
count e d was indeed close to the actual population number and in all pro-
bability no more than a 10 percent error was incurred. The number 
obtained by this method probably represents a conservative estimate of 
tl-- e population size. The actual c ount and the other census techniques 
were all conducted during the spring while snipe were occupying 
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T a ble 6. ComEarison of techniqu es u sed t o cen~us common s niE e 
Survey Actual King strip Hayne strip Territorial 
number count censu s census determination 
24 218 246 25 
2 26 11 2 141 
1 21 134 
4 79 117 
5 48 4~ 
Mean 25 116 137 25 
territories and were relatively evenly spread through the habitat. After 
July when birds bega n to move in small flocks from one area to another 
the t ec hniques began to break down complet ely. 
The best result of all the t ec hniques was obtained by u sing the 
average territory s ize. The average size of snipe t erri tories was dete r-
mined by observations in the spring t o b e 9 hec t~res. When this figure 
was divided into the amount of suitable habitat all e s t imat e of the popula-
tion of 12. 5 p a irs or 25 common s nipe was obtained. Thi s estimate com-
pares favor ab! y with the estimate obtain ed by an actual count. 
The Kind s trip census method and the Hayne modification of the 
method both r"sulte d in estimat es that were grea tly inflated. The 
es timates were obviously in excess of actual numbers and the methods 
appear t o be unworkable with common snipe in northern Ut ah. More-
:>ver, the resdts of the c en sus e s conducted by both methods s how a w ide 
range of value s with only one value at the lower limit giving an estima te 
:>f th e population that is at all reasonable. This could be t he result of 
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the small nwnber of snipe observed and a large sampling variance. In 
addition the average flushing angle varied from 35 to 52 degrees. Seber 
(1973) points out that both the King and Hayne methods are sensitive to 
departures from an average flushing angle of 32. 704 degrees and that 
the Hayne method in particular is positively biased wh~n the flushing 
angle exceeds 40 degrees. 
It was hoped that two additional methods could be employed to 
d e termine estimates of the population. The first of these was the Lin-
coln-Petersen index. No estimates were obtained using this method 
primarily because of the difficulty in capturing and marking enough 
birds in order that a detectable nwnber could be counted at a later time. 
Seber (1973) states that if there are less than seven recaptures there is a 
high probability that the estimate of the populati on size will be biased. 
He goes on to point out that if the nwnber of marked animals is much 
lE'ss than 10, the Lincoln- Peterson index may fatl to give even the 
correct order of magnitude of the population. 
The second method that offered a possibility for population 
estimates was based upon the winnowing activities of common snipe. 
It was hoped that winnowing counts would give an estimate of the number 
of breeding pairs in an area which could then be expanded to a larger 
area. This method broke down because of the difficulty of distinguishing 
the nwnber o£ birds winnowing when more than tnree snipe were active. 
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In addition the number of snipe winnowing would vary greatly within 
"hart periods of time which made an es timate based upon this m<-thod 
unlikely to be useful. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR MANAGEMENT 
Habitat requi rem ents 
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Conclusions. Soil moisture appears t o be the single most im-
portan t element in the selection of a particular habitat by common snipe. 
This observation is s ubstan tiated by th e fact that almost all sightings of 
snipe were in areas that were water covered or compl etely saturated. 
The importance of water is further d emonstrat ed by the proximity of 
standing water to each sn ipe observation . Aft er appropriate wa t er con-
ditions are provided, density a nd h e ight of veg etation seem to be of 
great import"!nce to snipe habitat . Common snipe appear to avoid o pe n 
ground as well as heavily vegetat e d area• and S<"lect primarily thos e 
areas that a r "' neither too dens e nor too open, no rmally between 3 0 and 
50 percent d ensity of vegetation . Almost every obs e rvation of snipe 
took place in vegetation with an overstory height of thr ee decimet e r s or 
less . In those instances where snipe were observed in highe r vegetation, 
the vegetation was normally less dens e. 
The other variables in the habitat study can be related in some 
way to soil moisture and height and density of vegeta t ion and are impor-
tant primarily as they relate to these three variables . Obviously soil 
moi s tur e has a great deal to do with d etermining vegetation type and 
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snipe, preferring wet areas, we re foun d in thos e vegetation types that 
are wet. Thus, wet pasture is an importan t vegetation type primarily 
because it is we t. The fact that more snipe we r e observed in wet 
pastur e as opposed to lowland meadow with similar s oil moisture is 
related to the greater amount of the study area devoted to pastur e . The 
effects of grazing which tends t o reduce tall, den se vegetation to the 
conditions preferred by s nipe also account s for this observation . The 
dominant vegetation in turn appears to be dictated by the soil moi stu r e. 
The overwhelming number of observat ions in sedges, primarily Carex 
aquatilis, is a reflection of the soil moisture conditions more than any-
thing else. Both sn i pe and sedges prefer saturated and shallow water 
covered s oil. 
Recommendat ions for management. Management should be 
cent ered on tho se e l ement s of snipe habitat that a re most important to 
snipe . A dep andable s upply of water is obviously most important. In 
areas where s uch a supply does not occur naturally, water would have 
to be s uppli e d from another source such as irrigation o r diversion of 
other wat ers. In n orthern Utah for example, was t e i rrigation water is 
normally diver t ed into pastures w hich are lower in elevation than mo s t 
cultivated crops. Although not a deliberate management effort, this 
practice r esults in an area with ideal soil moisture conditions for common 
snipe. 
There ar e seve ral means of reducing height and density of vege -
tc.tion . G r az ing appears to be most effective b ec ause in addition to 
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reduction of vegetation height, density of vegetation is also affec ted by 
hoof a c tion . Mowing also appears to b e effective in reducing vegetation 
height but the area must be recut pe~;,.,-'ically as the vegetation grows. 
Mow ing has the disadvantage of not affe<.- . ng the vegetation d e nsity. 
Disking the field might well be an e ffective means of decreasing vegeta-
tion d en s ity a lthough the effects of this practice were not obs e rved. 
Spring burns, where t :le water c overed roots of plants would not be 
damage d, c ould also be effective in reducing vegetation height and per-
haps d ensity, although the area wou ld have to be subsequently mowed o r 
grazed to coun terac t vegetati on growth. The effects of burnin g on snipe 
habita t have not been observed. 
Food habits 
The diet of common snipe consi•ts primarily of animal material 
and plant materia l appears to be ingested only incidentally, since it is in 
close association in the soil with animal food items. The formation of 
pdlets in the stomachs of snipe also indicat e tha t plant material is not 
ul:ilized . Within the broad cat egory of animal material snipe seemed to 
prefer insect larvae, particularly those of the famil y Stratiomyidae. 
This prefe rence appeared to be related more to the size and availability 
o£ the animal material than to a particular family or group. As an 
example the Stratiomyidae larvae we re normally between t wo a nd thr ee 
r. r.-1 in length a.nd five to seven mm in diameter and were generally the 
la.rges t bur rowing organism collec t ed in the soil samples. Seasonal 
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availability of insect larva changed wi th the life cycle of the insec t and 
snipe appeared to select accordingly. 
B ree ding biology 
Winnowing activity is most intense in pe:riods of subdued light 
and cooler temperature s that exist primarily at dawn and dusk. Other 
c onclusions r " garding breeding biology co inc ide with the observation s 
o[ Tu ck (1972) . 
Sexing a nd aging 
Conclusions. None of the t echniques sugges ted in the literature 
is reliable in externally d ete rming the sex of common snipe . Altho ugh 
a reasonably high percentage {82 . 1 percent) of the snipe considered 
we r e c orrectly sexed by the use of a dis c riminant function employin g 
six variables {Table 4), the method is suspect b ecause of the high per-
centage overlap of each of the variables and the difficulty that would be 
, e n countered iu obtaining some of the measurem<>nts in the field from a 
live bird·. In particular the width of feather measurements would b e 
extremely difficult . w here the difference between sexes amounts to a 
mi llim e ter or less . Additionally the method could give a lesser per-
centage of c orrectly sexed birds if applied to a sample of snipe other 
than those used to develop the fun c tion . A second discriminant function 
which considered the four variables of the six in the first function that 
:aul d be easily measured in the field, correctly sexed only 69. 2 percent 
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of the snipe to which it was applied. The percent misclassification is 
p robably too great for this function to be useful. 
The sam e difficulties encount ered with the first two fun ctions 
would be expe rienced with the di scriminant fun c cion developed to age 
s nipe using the four variables in Table 5, even though 76. 9 percent of 
the birds c onsidered were correctly aged. Of the tec hniques suggested 
by other authc. rs , the one determined by Tuck (1972) utilizing the charac-
teristics of the upper wing coverts is the only one that consistently gave 
reliable results . Using this method 84. 0 percent of the snipe considered 
were correctly aged. A technique using the faint black terminal marking 
of the r ectric-. s as an indic ation of a n immature bird was developed and 
proved to be e ffe c tive 84. 5 percent of the time in determining age. 
Recon1mendations for management. There is a large variabili ty 
i n plumage characteristics of common snipe and to date an effective and 
·.1sable tec hnique to externally sex snipe has not h een developed. None 
0f the tec hniques developed for determining sex c an be employed by the 
m2.nager in the field with any degree of confidence. On the other hand, 
fhe method·.s\lggested by Tuck (1972) and the new technique set forth 
he:re both appear to be useful in determining age. 
Cen s u s techniques 
The King strip cens.us method and the modification of this method 
>u gge sted by Hayne both give estimates of the population that are inflated. 
The inflated estimates were probably a result of the very small numbers 
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of s nipe observed and the departure of the avero.ge flushing angle from 
32.704 degrees. In addition, th e estimates have a very large sampling 
variance . Although the methods might be usable in areas wh e re greater 
concentrations of snipe are found they do not appear to be workabl e in 
nort h er n Utah. 
The Lincoln-Petersen index i s useless i" the census of common 
sni pe populations of the size and nature of those encountered in northern 
Ul:ah. The method is not effective because of the diffi c ulty in capturing 
an d marking enough birds so that a d e te c table number can be count ed 
at a later time . Perhaps the method could be used in populations where 
there is a greate r concentration of snipe , although the time and effort 
involved in applying the technique wo uld be excessive t o obtain what 
wo uld be questionable results. 
An actual count of th e population can be accomplished in areas 
that are relat ; vely small and during the br eeding season when birds are 
spread through the area in t er ritori es. The resulting estimate should 
be w ithin ten ;:>ercent of the actual population number. An actua l count 
i s much more difficult when larger numbers of sn ipe are present and 
a r e moving about an area in loose flocks in l a t e summer and fall. 
Di.fficulty is also encountered if the area to be cens u sed is large. 
Estimates of the population size determined by dividin g the 
average terrd:ory size into the amount of total s uitable habitat appear 
to give reliable results . Obvious l y th is method is workable only during 
the breeding season. Difficulties arise if the suitable habitat i s not 
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c ompletely occupied by snipe. T he method a l so makes n o provision fo r 
counting those birds not occupying t erritories. 
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Appendix A 
Chi- s quare Analysis of Habitat Variables 
Table 7. c · ,i- square a n alys is of the number of common snipe observed 
in each vegetation type during the sprinp-. summer and fall in 
northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
Vegetation 
type 
Percent 
of study 
Number observed and chi- s qua re values 
area 
Spring Summer Fall 
Upland meadow 5 0 7. 5** 
Lowland meadow 5 l 0 0 . 8 
Dry pasture 30 0 45.0** 
Wet pasture 20 98 l 54. l ** 
Shallow marsh 7 42 94 . 5** 
Deep marsh 13 0 1 9. 5*~' 
Cultivated crops 20 0 3 0 . 0** 
1 50 351 . 4** 
·• Significant at the 0. 05 level 
'~* Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 6 
0 7.5** 0 7.5** 
l 7 l 2. 0** 13 4.0 
0 45.0** 0 45.0** 
77 73 . 6** 43 5 . 6* 
56 197. 2** 94 664.0** 
0 19. 5** 0 19.5** 
0 30.0** 0 30.0** 
150 384.8** 150 775. 6** 
Table 8. C hi-square contingen cy table analysis of the number of common 
snipe obse rved in each vege t a tion tyf)e during each season in 
northern Utah, 1974 and 197 5 
Vegetative 
type Spring Summer 
U p1and meadow 0 
Lowland meadow 1 0 
Dry pasture 0 
Wet pasture 98 
Shallow marsh 42 
Deep marsh 0 
Cultivated c rops __ o
Column totals 150 
0 
17 
0 
77 
56 
0 
0 
150 
Chi-square= 45. 67** 
·:'*Significant a.t the 0. 01 l evel 
Degrees of freed om = 12 
Fall 
0 
13 
0 
43 
94 
0 
0 
150 
Row 
totals 
0 
40 
0 
218 
192 
0 
0 
450 
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Table 9. Chi-square analysis of the number of r:ommon snipe obse rved 
in each vegetation dominant during the spring, summer and 
fall in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
Percent Number observed and chi- ssuare values 
Vegetation of s tudy 
dominant Spring Summer Fall area 
Cyperaceae 20 l 20 270.0** l 08 202. 8** 113 229.6** 
Poaceae 35 10 34.4** ll 3 2. 8** 10 34.4** 
Juncaceae 7 > o. l 5 . 6* 2 4 .0 
Typhaceae 5 2 4.0 ll 1.6 2 4.0 
Scrophulariaceae 2 3 0.0 14 40 . 3** 7 5. 3>~ 
Bras sic ac eac 0 1.5 2 o. 2 0 l. 5 
Ranunculaceae 0 1.5 l o. 2 3 1.5 
Asteraceae 0 1.5 2 o. 2 0 1.5 
Polygonac eae 0 4.5 0 4. 5 13 16. l ** 
Sparganaceae 5 7 > 0. l 0 7 . 5** 0 7.5** 
Lemnaceae 2 l 1.3 0 3. 0 0 3.0 
Cultivated crc•ps 20 0 30.0** 0 30.0** 0 30.0** 
150 348.8** 150 3 28 . 7** 150 338.4** 
* Significant at the 0. 05 level 
*':.: Significant at the 0. Ol level 
Degrees of freedom = ll 
Table l 0. Chi- square contingency table analysi' of the number of 
co1nmon snipe observed in each vegetation dominant during 
ea.ch season in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
========= Vegetative Row 
dominant Spring Summer Fall totals 
C yperaceae 120 l 08 113 341 
Pvaceae 10 11 10 31 
.Tuncaceae 7 1 2 10 
Typhaceae 2 11 2 1 5 
Sc rophulariac "ae 3 14 7 24 
Brassicaceae 0 2 0 2 
Ran unc ulac eae 0 1 3 4 
Asteraceae 0 2 0 2 
Po1ygonac eae 0 0 13 13 
Sparganaceae 7 0 0 7 
Lemnaceae l 0 0 1 
Cultivated crops 0 0 0 1 
Co lumn to tal s 150 150 1 50 450 
Chi- square = 79 .38** 
"*Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 22 
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Table 11. Chi-s qua re analysis of the number of common s nipe observed 
in each level of density of veg e tation during the sprin g , 
summer and fa ll in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
P e rcent 
Density of of s tudy 
Number observed and c hi-sguare valu es 
Sprin g Summer 
vege t ation area 
1- l 0 percent 10 0 
11-20 percent 10 l 5 
21-30 percent 10 18 
31-40 percent I 0 27 
41-50 percent 10 33 
51 - 60 percent 10 20 
61-70 percent 10 21 
71-80 percent 10 8 
81-9 0 percent 10 8 
91- 1 OOpercent 10 0 
150 
.;, Significant at the 0, 05 level 
''* Significant a t the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 9 
15 .0** ll. 3 ** 
o. 0 7 4 . 3* 
o. 6 24 5 . 4•' 
9. 6*'' 22 3, 3 
21. 6** 47 68. 3** 
1.6 17 0. 3 
2.4 17 0.3 
3.3 7 4. 3* 
3, 3 6 5.4* 
15 . 0** __ 1 1 3 . 1 ** 
72.4** 1 5 0 11 6 . 0'''' 
Fall 
0 15. 0** 
3 9. 6''* 
24 5, 4* 
14 o. 1 
76 248 . 1 ** 
I 13. 1 ** 
9 2. 4 
0 15, 0** 
20 1.7 
3 9 . 6''* 
150 305. 0*'' 
Table 12, Chi-square contingency table analysis of the number of com-
mon sni pe observed in each l evel of dens ity of vegetation 
during each season in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
Density of 
vegetation SJ2ring Summer 
1 -1 0 percent 0 2 
11-20 perc en!: 15 7 
21 -3 0 percen1; 18 24 
3 I -40 perc e n•: 27 22 
41-50 percent 33 47 
51-60 percent 20 l 7 
6 1-70 percent 21 17 
71 -80 percent 8 7 
8 1 -9 0 percent 8 6 
91 -100 percent. 0 
150 150 
Chi- square = 79 . 02** 
:""Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freoedom = 18 
Row 
Fall total s 
0 2 
3 25 
Z4 66 
14 63 
76 156 
l 38 
9 47 
0 15 
20 34 
3 4 
150 150 
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Table 13. Chi-square analysis of the number o: common snipe observed 
in each level of mean height of overstory species during the 
spring, summer and fall in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
P e rcent Number observed and chi- squa re valu es Mean height of studv--::'===o......:==:...:...::_::::.--=:.==:.:-=-==-'-~=::_--
of overstory area 
Spring Summer Fall 
0 . 0-3.0 dm 15 137 992. 3** 
3 . 1-6. 0 dm 15 12 o. 6 
6. 1-9. 0 dm 15 13 . 1 *"' 
9.1 -l2.0dm 1 5 0 1 5. 0''* 
l 2. 1 -15. 0 dm l 5 0 15. 0** 
15 . 1-1 8 .0dl!1 1 5 0 1 5.0** 
18.1-Zl.Odm 1 5 0 15 . 0·'~' 
21 . 1-24. 0 dm 1 5 0 15. 0'"' 
24.1-27.0dm 1 5 0 1 5. 0** 
27.0 + dm 15 0 1 5.0** 
150 1111 . 0** 
':":' Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 9 
145 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
150 
11 26 . 6** 132 912. 6~'* 
8. 1** 3 9.6** 
13.1** 0 15. 0~'* 
1 5. 0 ''~' 13 0.3 
1 5 . 0** 0 1 5 . 0''"' 
1 5. 0** 2 11. 3*"' 
1 5. 0** 0 15. 0*'' 
15.0 >'* 0 1 5. 0** 
15.0** 0 15.0** 
1 5 . 0''* 0 1 5 . 0** 
1252.8** 150 1023.8** 
Table 14. C hi-square contingency table analysis of the numb e r of 
common snipe observed in each level of mean height of ove r-
story species during each season in northern Utah, 1974 and 
1975 . 
Mean h e ight Row 
of overstory Spring Summer Fall totals 
0.0-3.0 dm 137 145 1 32 414 
1. 1-6. 0 dm 12 4 3 19 
6. 1-9 . 0 drn 1 1 0 2 
'1 .1-12. Odrn 0 0 13 13 
12.1-l S.O dm 0 0 0 0 
15.1 -l B.Odm 0 0 2 2 
18 . 1- 21. 0 dm 0 0 0 0 
21. 1-24. 0 dm 0 0 0 0 
24. 1-27. 0 dm 0 0 0 0 
27 . 0 + dm 0 0 0 0 
Column totals 1 50 1 50 150 450 
Chi-square= 39. 32** 
•:o:• Significant <tt the 0 . 01 level 
Deg rees of freedom = 18 
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Table 15 . Chi- square analysis of the number of common snipe observed 
in each level of vegetation utilization by livestock during the 
spring, summer and fall in northern Utah, l974 . and 1975 
Percent Number observed and chi- sguare 
Percent of study Spring Summer 
utilization area 
1 -1 0 percent 28 31 
ll-20 percent 8 6 
21-3 0 percent 8 ll 
3 1-40 percent 8 28 
41-50 percent 8 24 
51 - 60 percent 8 6 
61 -70 percent 8 14 
71-80 percent 8 29 
81 -90 percent 8 l 
91-100 percent 8 0 
l5o 
'" Significant at the 0. 05 level 
** Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 9 
2. 9 23 8. 6t.q< 
3 . 0 9 0. 8 
o. l 10 0.3 
21. 3*~' ll o. l 
l 2. 0** 3 1 3 0. l ** 
3 . 0 9 0 . 8 
0.3 22 8. 3*"' 
24. l** 35 44. l ':"' 
10.1*'' 0 l 2. 0** 
l 2. 0** 0 l 2. 0** 
-----
88 . 8** 150 117.1>'* 
13 
3 
0 
7 
13 
23 
62 
28 
0 
1 50 
va lu es 
Fall 
20. 0~''' 
6. 8'" 
l o. l ,,,, 
12. 0>'* 
2. l 
o. 1 
l o. l *'' 
208.3** 
21. 3** 
l 2. 0>'* 
3 02. 8''* 
Table 16. Chi- square contingency table analysi .-; of the number of 
c01nmon snipe observed in each level of vegetation utilization 
by livestock during each season in northern Utah, 1974 and 
1 9?5 
Percent 
utilization Spring Summer 
l-10 percent 31 23 
11-20 percent f:. 9 
21-30 perc en!: 11 10 
31-40 percent 28 11 
4 1- 50 percent 24 31 
51-60 percent 6 9 
61-70 percent 14 22 
71 -80 percent 29 35 
81-90 percent 0 
91-100 percent 0 0 
C:o1umn tota1z 150 150 
Chi-square= 135 . 80** 
-:"'.Significant at the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 18 
Row 
Fall totals 
13 67 
3 18 
22 
0 39 
7 62 
13 28 
23 59 
62 126 
28 29 
0 0 
150 450 
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Table l 7. Chi-square analysis of the number o ~· common sni p e obs e r ved 
at varying di s tances to standing water during the s pring, 
summe r and fall in northern Utah, 1974 and 1 975. 
P ercent Number observed a nd chi-s quar e valu es Distance of stud y 
to water area 
Spring 
0 . 0-3 . 0 dm 10 1 23 
3.1-6. 0 dm 10 4 
6 . 1 - 9.0 dm 10 3 
9 . 1-12.0dm 10 5 
1 2. 1 -1 5. 0 dm 10 0 
15.1-18 . 0dm 10 0 
18. 1- 21. 0 dm 10 0 
Zl. 1 - 24. 0 dm 10 0 
Z4.1-27 . 0dm 10 0 
27. 0 + dm 10 15 
150 
''* Significant at the 0. 01 l e v e l 
Degrees of freedom = 9 
777. 6·~ ·' 
8. 1 ''* 
9.6** 
6. 7** 
15. 0** 
1 5. 0 ** 
15.0** 
15.0*'' 
15 . 0''':' 
0 . 0 
877 . 0 ''* 
Summer Fall 
117 693 . 5''* 149 11 97. H •'• 
3 9 . 6i.•* 0 1 5. 0'''' 
0 1 5. 0** 13. 1 ** 
3 9 . 6** 0 1 5. 0*'' 
1 13 . 1 ** 0 1 5. 0 '''' 
0 1 5. o ~"* 0 15. 0''* 
0 1 5. 0 '"':' 0 15. 0*'' 
0 J 5 . 0*'' 0 15.0 ~:<* 
0 l 5. Oi.•<• 0 1 5. 0 ':"" 
~ 8. 6'''' 0 1 5 . o •:":' 
150 809. 4*'' 1 50 1330. 2'''' 
Table 18 . C hi-squar e contingency table analysis of the number of c om-
mon snipe observed at varying distar. ~es to s tandin g wat e r 
during each season in northern TJtah, 1 974 and 1975 
Distance 
to wat er Spri ng Summer 
o. 0-3. 0 dm 1 23 11 7 
j. l- 6. 0 dm 4 3 
6 . 1-9.0 dm 3 0 
~.1-12.0 dm 3 
12.1-15. Odin 0 l 
15 , 1-18.0dm 0 0 
18.1-2l.Odm 0 0 
21 , 1-24 . 0dm 0 0 
24. 1- 27.0 dm 0 0 
27. 0 + dm 15 26 
Column totals 150 150 
Chi-square= 43 , 62''* 
''':•Significant at the 0 , 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 18 
Row 
Fall totals 
149 389 
0 7 
1 4 
0 8 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 41 
150 450 
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Table 19. Chi - square analysis of the number of common s nip e observed 
in each land use during the s prin g, summer and fall, 1974 
and 1 975 
Percent Number observed a nd c hi -square values 
Land of study 
use area 
Spring 
Idle 4 1.6 
Wild hay 5 9 0 .3 
Grazed 70 13 7 9. 8'''' 
Cultivated 20 0 30 . 0** 
150 41. 7** 
'~ Significant at the 0. Ol level 
Degrees of freedom = 3 
Summer Fall 
0 7 . 5*'' 13 4. 0 
17 1 2. 0'''' 0 7. 5*'' 
133 7.5** 137 9. 8''* 
0 3 0. 0*'~ 0 3 0. 0 '''' 
150 57.0** 1 50 51.3** 
Table 20. Chi-square contingency t abl e analys i s of the number of 
common snipe obse rved in each land use during each season 
in northern Utah, 1974 and 1 975 
Land 
use Spring Summer 
Idle 4 0 
Wild hay 9 17 
Grazed 137 133 
Cultivated 0 0 
Column totals l 50 150 
Chi- s quar e = 3 2 . 26** 
*'"Significant at the 0. Ol level 
Degrees of freedom = 6 
Fall 
13 
0 
137 
0 
150 
Row 
totals 
17 
26 
407 
0 
450 
71 
Table 21. Chi-square analysis of the number of common snipe obse rved 
in each soil moisture condition during the spring, summer 
======a=n_d fall in northern Utah, 1974 and 19::7::5=========== 
Percent Number observed and chi-sguare values Soil of study 
moisture area Spring 
Dry 30 0 
Moist 10 0 
Wet 10 7 
Saturated 30 67 
Water covered 20 76 
150 
:;;;Significant -'it the 0. 01 level 
o,grees of fr-eedom = 4 
45.0** 
1 5. 0** 
4.3 
1 o. 8** 
70 . 5** 
145.6** 
Summer Fall 
0 45. 0*~' 0 45.0** 
0 1 5. 0** 0 15.0'"'~ 
11 . 3** 0 15. Q>:<* 
110 93 .9** 94 53 . 4 *'' 
38 2. 1 56 22.5** 
150 167. 3** 150 150.9** 
Table 22. Chi- square contingency table analysis of the number of 
co:nm on snipe observed in each soil moisture condition 
during each season in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
Soil Spring Summer 
moistur e 
Dry 0 0 
Moist 0 0 
Wet 7 2 
Saturated 67 110 
Water cove r e d 76 38 
Column totals 150 150 
Chi- square= 31. 87** 
*''Sign ifican t at the 0, 01 level 
Degrees of fr,edom = 8 
Fall 
0 
0 
0 
94 
56 
150 
Row 
totals 
0 
0 
9 
271 
170 
450 
72 
Appendix B 
Analysis of Food Habits Study 
Table 23. Chi- square analysis of animal material found in stomachs 
of common s nipe collected during the spring in northern 
Utah , 1975 
Animal Number 
Available in 
Number Chi-
soil 
material observed Per cent(Nwnber) expected square 
Annelida 
Worms 21 69. 96(319) 97 . 244 59.8** 
Leeches 9 1. 54( 7) 2. 141 22. 0*'-' 
Insecta 
Odonata 
Libellulidae o. 22( 1) 0.306 1.6 
Megaloptera 
Sialidae 3 o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Coleopte ra 
Haliplida.;, 0 o. 22( 1) 0 .3 06 o. 3 
Hydrophi!idae 13 7. 24( 33) 10. 064 o. 9 
Carabidc..;, 0 o. 00( 0) 0.000 0. 0 
Diptera 
Tipulidae o. 00( 0) o. 000 a 
Chironon:idae 0 1. 75( 8) 2.433 2. 4 
Ceratopogonida e 0 1. 3 2( 6) 1. 835 1.8 
Stratiomyidae 72 1. 1 0( 5) 1. 529 3 248. 0 ''* 
Dolichopodidae 9 o. 66( 3 ) o. 917 71. 2>:<* 
Syrphidae 0 1. 54( 7) 2. 141 2. 1 
Ephydridae 0 5 . 26( 24) 7. 311 7. 3 * 
Muscidea 2 0. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Culicida-e 0 o. 00( 0) 0 .000 0.0 
Arachnida 
Spiders o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Mollusca 
Snails 2 5. 92( 27) 8 . 229 4.7* 
Mussels 3 . 29( 15) 4.573 2. 8 
Crustacea 
Fai ry shrimp 0 o. 00( 0) o. 000 o. 0 
3424. 9*'' 
* Sign ific ant at the 0. 05 level 
''* Significant at the 0. 01 level 
p~grees of freedom = 13 
Undefined with an expected value of zero 
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Table 24, C!oi- square analysis of animal mater,al found in stomachs 
of common snipe collected during the swnmer in northern 
Utah, 1975 
Animal Available in Number Chi-Number 
material observed soil ex ected square Percent(Number) p 
Annelida 
Worms 23 91. 62(2089) 104. 447 63. 5~''' 
Leeches 0 0. 57( 13) o. 650 o. 7 
Insecta 
Odonata 
Li bellulidae 0 o. 00( 0) o. 000 0,0 
Megaloptera 
Sialidae 8 0. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Coleoptera 
Haliplidae 0. 00( 0) o. 000 a 
Hydrophilidae 14 o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Carabidae o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Diptera 
Tipulidae o. 22( 5) o. 251 2. 2 
Chironomidae o. 09( 2) o. 103 o. l 
Ceratopogonidae 3 . 33( 76) 3 . 796 2. l 
Stratiomyidae 21 0.44( l 0) 0.502 83 7. 0*'~ 
Dolichopodidae l 0.44( l 0) o. 502 0.5 
Syrphidae 23 l. 54( 35) l , 756 257.0** 
Ephydridae 4 o. 39( 9) 0,445 28. 4** 
Muscidae 0 o. 22( 5) o. 251 0.3 
Culicidae o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Arachnida 
Spiders o. 00( 0) 0.000 a 
Mollusca 
Snails ll o. 96( 22) l. 094 89.7** 
Mussels 0 0. 00( 0) 0.000 o.o 
Crustacea 
Fairy shrimp 2 o. 00( 0) o.ooo a 
1281. 7** 
*':'Significant at the 0. Ol level 
Degrees of freedom = ll 
aUndefined with an expected value of zero 
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Table 25. Chi-square analysis of animal material found in stomachs 
o[ common snipe collected during the fall in northern Utah, 
1974 
Animal Number 
material observed 
Annelida 
Worms 28 
Leeches 0 
Insecta 
Odonata 
Libellulidae 
Megaloptera 
Sialidae 0 
Co l eoptera 
Haliplidae 0 
Hydrophilidae 2 
Carabidae 0 
Diptera 
Tipulid2.e 0 
Chironomidae 0 
C eratopcgonidae 0 
Stratiomyidae 6 
Dolichopodidae 10 
Syrphidae 0 
Ephydridae 0 
Muscidae 3 
Culicidae 0 
Arachnida 
Spiders 0 
Mollusca 
Snails 23 
Mussels 0 
Crustacae 
Fairy shrimp 0 
'"*Significant ;;.t the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 13 
Available in 
Number 
soil ex ected 
Percent (Number) p 
90 . 25(1417) 65 . 883 
o. 96( 15) 0. 701 
o. 00( 0) 0. 000 
0. 00( 0) 0.000 
0. 06( l) 0.044 
o. 00( 0) 0 . 000 
0. 00( 0) 0 . 000 
o. 06( l) o. 044 
0 . 57 ( 9) o. 416 
o. 45( 7) o. 329 
0. 32( 5) o. 234 
o. 76( 12) 0 . 555 
o. 00( 0) o. 000 
o. 00( 0) 0.000 
o. 06( l) 0,044 
o. 00( 0) 0 .000 
o. 19( 3) o. 139 
5. 48( 86) 4 . 000 
o. 13( 2) o. 095 
o. 38( 6) o. 277 
aUndefined with an expec t ed value of zero 
Chi -
square 
21.8*~' 
0.7 
a 
0 . 0 
> 0.1 
a 
0.0 
> 0.1 
0,4 
0.3 
142. l *'" 
160.7** 
0.0 
0.0 
198. 6*;' 
0.0 
o. 1 
90. 3*;' 
o. 1 
0.3 
615.9** 
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Table 26. C hi-square contingency table analysis of animal material 
found in stomachs of common snipe collected during each 
season in northern Utah, 1974 and 1975 
Animal Spring Summer Fall Row 
material totals 
Annelida 
Worms 21 23 28 72 
Leeches 9 0 0 9 
Insecta 
Odonata 
Li bellulidae 0 2 
Megaloptera 
Sialiade 3 8 0 ll 
Coleoptera 
Haliplidae 0 0 l 
Hydrophilidae 13 14 2 29 
Carabidae 0 0 
Diptera 
Tipulidae 5 0 6 
C hironomidae 0 0 
C eratopogonidae 0 0 1 
Stratiomyidae 72 21 6 99 
Dolichopodidae 9 10 20 
Syrphidae 0 23 0 23 
Ephydridae 0 4 0 4 
Muscidae 2 0 3 5 
Culicidae 0 0 
Arachnida 
Spiders 2 2 
Mollusca 
Snails 2 11 23 36 
Mussels 1 0 0 1 
Crustacea 
Fairy shrimp 0 2 0 2 
139 114 73 326 
Chi- square = 204.02** 
**Significant a t the 0. 01 level 
Degrees of freedom = 46 
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